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Harold and kumar escape from guantanamo bay full movie

1 win &amp; 1 nomination. See more awards » More information Edit The morning they return from their White Castle road trip, Harold and Kumar decide to go to Amsterdam because Harold doesn't want to wait ten days to see Maria again. On the plane, Kumar lights up his new bong, the air marshals think it's a bomb, and Harold and
Kumar are arrested as terrorists and sent to Guantanamo Bay. Ordered to attack a guard, they manage to escape, find their way to Florida, and head to Texas to find Kumar's ex-girlfriend's fiancée, the well-connected Colton, and have him mediate with Washington on their behalf. Kumar still has one thing for Vanessa, the FBI are in hot
pursuit, and the legal weed of Amsterdam seems a long way off. Written &lt;jhailey@hotmail.com&gt; by summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: What would NPH do? See more » Certificate: 12 | See all the Certifications » Parents Guide: View content advice » Edit Both John Cho and Kal Penn appeared as guest stars in the TV series New
Girl See More » When the Homeland Security vehicles are shown, they have flashing orange lights. Federal law enforcement vehicles use red or red and blue flashing lights. See more » [first lines] Kumar Patel: [taking a mess] Oh God, dude! Harold Lee: [in the shower] What the fuck? What the fuck? What are you doing?? Kumar Patel: I
take the most incredible mess of all time, man. Harold Lee: You couldn't wait for me to get out of the shower? Kumar Patel: Um, can I remind you that we both just ate 30 burgers and 4 large orders of fries? [continues to take a landfill] Kumar Patel: Don't worry, in a bit I'm sure it will hit you too. Maybe, but I'm waiting for you to get in the
shower. Kumar Patel: Well don't wait too long. We have to get to the airport in an hour. [...] See more » An unrated version was released on DVD that contains alternative and extended scenes. See more » What a Wonderful World Written by George David Weiss and Bob Thiele Performed by Louis Armstrong Courtesy of The Verve
Music Corp. Licensed by Universal Music Enterprises See more » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | WarnerBros.com English | Spanish | French release date: April 25, 2008 (USA) See more » Also known as: Harold &amp; Kumar - Flucht aus Guantanamo See more » Amsterdam, North Holland, Netherlands See more » Edit
Budget:$12,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $14,908,404, April 27, 2008 Gross USA: $38,108,728 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $43,495,888 See more on IMDbPro » New Line Cinema, Kingsgate Films, Mandate Pictures See more » Runtime: 114 min | 107 min (not rated) | 102 min (theatrical) SDDS | Dolby Digital | DTS
Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : 1 See full technical specifications » All critics (136) Top critics (32) | Verse (71) | Rotten (65) View all Critic Reviews (136) (136) &lt;/jhailey@hotmail.com&gt; &lt;/jhailey@hotmail.com&gt;
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